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What is the FRIB Theory Alliance?
A coalition of scientists who seek to:

foster advancements in theory related to diverse areas of FRIB 
science;

optimize the coupling between theory & experiment;

stimulate the field through bridge positions, the FRIB-TA Fellow 
program, Topical Programs, and international initiatives

279 members; 13 member Executive Board

Filomena Nunes (MSU), Managing Director; Director serves one year 
term; Saori Pastore (Wash U.) is Director Elect; Jutta Escher (LLNL) 
is Past Director

Inaugurated in 2016; now in third funding cycle

http://fribtheoryalliance.org



Theory that we do

Nuclear forces

Nuclear structure

Nuclear reactions

Nuclear equation of state 

Fundamental symmetries in nuclei 

Nucleosynthesis in stars



Structure theory that we do

Ab initio methods 

Shell-model calculations (both large-basis and effective-space)

Structure embedded in the continuum 

Density Functional Theory

β-decay 

Clustering in nuclei

Collective models



Reaction theory that we do

Direct knockout, transfer, … reactions

Development of optical potentials

Three-body models

Statistical approach to nuclear reactions (Hauser-Feshbach etc.)

Central collisions

Theory of fission & fusion

Exotic decay modes
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AND

FRIB-TA has people who 
can compute implications 
of your measurements for 

BSM physics or 
nucleosynthesis or ….



Topical Programs
FRIB-TA sponsors Topical Programs that seek to engage theorists on 
topics of relevance to the experimental program

Produce a deliverable: often in the form of a White Paper

“Optical Potentials in Nuclear Physics”, White Paper by Hebborn, Nunes, 
Potel, Dickhoff, Holt, et al. arXiv:2210.07293

“Nuclear Isomers in the Era of FRIB”, organizers: Kondev, Misch, 
Mumpower 

“Few-body Cluster Structures in Exotic Nuclei and their connections to 
FRIB experiments”, Perspectives paper by Bazin et al., arXiv:2211.06281

“Theoretical Justifications and Motivations for Early High-Profile FRIB 
experiments”, May 2023, Organizers: A. Brown, A. Gade, R. Stroberg
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We have put together a list of theorists who can provide input/
calculations on various topics connected to experiment
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1-88T-HEORIST

We have put together a list of theorists who can provide input/
calculations on various topics connected to experiment

Lists name, email address, website, interests, computer codes/
resources, wish list for experiments



We are here to help!
At least 14 different theorists involved in more than 35 PAC-1 
proposals*

To recruit a theorist collaborator you can start by going to http://
fribtheoryalliance.org and consulting the list of theorists there

If that fails consult Filomena Nunes (nunes@frib.msu.edu), or 
myself (phillid1@ohio.edu). Between us we know a large fraction 
of the FRIB-TA membership and we love to connect theorists 
who want their approaches tested or applied with experimental 
efforts that will make use of that work

The earlier you contact us the better we’ll be able to help you

*Based on survey data 
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